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Football brings people from all backgrounds together and unites
them in a collective experience. Football organisations, venues
and teams realise the impact they can have on the environment
and in enhancing people’s awareness of sustainability. We can
see this through action that has been taken in order to promote
sustainability in football throughout the world.

TOURNAMENTS

A new Russian standard has been developed
for the purpose of certifying the 2018 FIFA
World Cup stadiums to be in line with
international standards such as:

LINK

$

energy efficiency and stadium’s potential
economic impact

LINK

The overall carbon footprint of the 2014 FIFA
World Cup was estimated to be just over 2.7
million tonnes of CO2 (tCO2e).

LINK

2.7 MILLION
TONNES CO2

Equip stadiums with modern automatic control
systems, utilising special hardware and software
to reduce the use of resources by controlling
LINK
systems across all areas of the stadiums

Transport (83.7%)

Accommodation
(5.7%)

Temporary
facilities (4.1%)

320 TONNES
ESTIMATED

Food and beverage
consumed during
matches (2.3%)

444 TONNES
ACTUAL

Coca-Cola along with local cooperatives
effectively recycled 39% more waste than
the 320 tonnes estimated.

Biodiversity initiative: 361,000 trees were
planted, equivalent to 7,238,300 tCO2
sequestration.
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1.8MW
Renewable energy - Electrawinds donated
1.8 mw electricity to the Nelson Mandela
Municipality, this offset 1,180 tCO2 e.
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In Green Point Stadium, Cape Town, 95 per cent
of demolition waste was recovered and reused
from the old stadium.
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According to the initial environmental
impact assessment, transport represented
approximately 75% of the event’s overall
environmental footprint.

95%

75%
So...no parking facilities were provided
spectators and participants, except for
people with reduced mobility and public
transport services were increased and
guaranteed on match days
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TEAMS &
STADIUMS

Forest Green Rovers is
dedicated to becoming the first truly
sustainable football club.

LINK

50%
LESS CARBON

In the four years since they have been
accredited in Eco Management and Audit
Scheme (EMAS), they have almost cut carbon
footprint per spectator in half.

8%

REDUCED
ENERGY USAGE
Arsenal have reduced energy usage by 8% by
installing variable speed drives to the the air
handling units and introducing LED lighting
across the stadium.

14 % of electricity used at the stadium and
players hostel, was generated on site by solar PV
at the club.

75%
MATCHDAY
WASTE RECYCLED

Energy efficiency thanks to the new LED
system designed to light up the inside of the
stadium and the pitch itself

116

LED lamps to light
up stands and
supporters

192

LED bars fitted
under the roof

396

LED floodlights
for the pitch

1,217

380,000

New LED lamps
installed within the
Stadium indoor
areas

ENERGY-EFFICIENT

LEDS

Waste separation specifically geared towards
differentiated waste collection

The Players and coaches travel to and from
some away matches by train

FC Bayern Munich installed 380,000 energyefficient LEDs at its Allianz Arena stadium
around the roof, the project will be 60% more
energy efficient (representing a saving of
about 362 tonnes of carbon dioxide per year).
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The sustainable concept includes the use of
compostable food serving materials and further
encouragement to use recycling receptacles.

BO

Football for the Planet is the official
environmental programme of FIFA and aims to
mitigate the negative impact of its activities on
the environment.

2018

WORLD CUP
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DI E S
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2022

WORLD CUP

Environmental protection was considered for
the first time in bidding agreements for the
2018 and 2022 World Cups. The bidders had to
provide an assessment of the environmental
impacts of staging the World Cup.

ISO
20121
CERTIFICATION

LINK

UEFA EURO 2016’s approach to social
responsibility and sustainability earned it the
International Standardisation Organisation’s
ISO 20121 certification for operations
FIFA compensated all of its flights emissions
through carbon mitigation projects.
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UEFA has offset 24,648 tonnes of greenhouse
gas emissions from 59,627 flights taken by UEFA LINK
staff and referees during 2014/15.

UEFA has partnered with World Wildlife Fund.

200

Attendees

LINK

30+ 2 DAY

Speakers
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